
America in the Fight for the
Atlantic: The Longest Battle of
World War II
The Struggle for Naval Supremacy

In World War II, one battle stood out as the longest and most critical: the Battle of

the Atlantic. Spanning the six years of the war, this battle became a decisive clash

between German U-boats and Allied navies. America, as an integral member of

the Allied forces, played a pivotal role in this relentless struggle for control over

the Atlantic Ocean.

The Importance of the Atlantic

The Atlantic Ocean served as a major lifeline during World War II, serving as the

primary route for supplying troops, equipment, and resources to the European

front. It was also a crucial battleground where the Allies sought to disrupt Axis

naval operations and protect vital convoys. Controlling this vast expanse of water

was paramount for both sides.

German U-Boats: The Silent Assassins

The German Navy's U-boats, short for Unterseeboot, were highly effective

submarines that wreaked havoc on Allied shipping. Operating in wolfpacks, they

targeted merchant convoys, sinking countless ships and disrupting supply lines.

Their stealth, advanced torpedoes, and long-range capabilities made them

formidable adversaries.
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America's Entry into the Battle

After the attack on Pearl Harbor, America's entry into World War II brought

significant reinforcements and resources to the Battle of the Atlantic. The United

States Navy rapidly expanded its fleet, and American shipbuilders worked

tirelessly to construct new vessels. With its industrial might and determination,

America became a major force combating the German U-boats.

The Development of Convoy Systems

To counter the U-boat threat, the Allies developed convoy systems, whereby

merchant ships traveled in groups protected by warships. This strategy greatly

increased their chances of survival and effectively deterred U-boat attacks.

America played a crucial role in implementing and improving these convoy

systems, using advanced technologies and tactics to defend the convoys.

Battles of the Atlantic: A Costly Struggle

The Battles of the Atlantic were fierce and costly. Both sides suffered heavy

losses, with ships and lives lost at alarming rates. As the war progressed, the

Allies gradually gained the upper hand, thanks to improved intelligence
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capabilities, technological advancements, and America's growing naval strength.

The tide started turning, and the convoys began to reach their destinations more

safely.

The Turning Point: Breaking the Enigma Code

One of the major turning points in the Battle of the Atlantic was the breaking of

the German Enigma code. This breakthrough allowed the Allies to intercept and

decipher German communications, giving them crucial insights into U-boat

movements and tactics. The efforts of codebreakers, including the famous British

mathematician Alan Turing, played a pivotal role in shifting the balance in favor of

the Allies.

Victory and Its Significance

By May 1943, the Battle of the Atlantic was effectively won by the Allies. The

German U-boat offensive had been crippled, and the threat to essential supply

lines greatly diminished. America's dedication and contributions to this long and

grueling battle were instrumental in securing victory and paving the way for the

eventual success of the Allied forces in Europe.

The Battle of the Atlantic remains a remarkable chapter in World War II's history,

representing a relentless struggle for control over the vital Atlantic Ocean.

America's entry into this battle marked a turning point, as it brought significant

resources, advanced technologies, and unwavering determination. Through the

development of convoy systems, the breaking of the Enigma code, and the

sacrifice of countless lives, America played a significant role in securing victory

for the Allies. The long battle for the Atlantic profoundly impacted the outcome of

the war and stands as a testament to the courage and resilience of those

involved.
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An exciting history told with a novelist's eye and filled with intimate details of the

longest and largest battle of WWII—the fight for the Atlantic Ocean.

Of all the threats that faced his country in World War II, Winston Churchill said,

just one really scared him—what he called the "measureless peril" of the German

U-boat campaign.

In that global conflagration, only one battle—the struggle for the Atlantic—lasted

from the very first hours of the conflict to its final day. Hitler knew that victory

depended on controlling the sea-lanes where American food and fuel and

weapons flowed to the Allies. At the start, U-boats patrolled a few miles off the

eastern seaboard, savagely attacking scores of defenseless passenger ships and

merchant vessels while hastily converted American cabin cruisers and fishing

boats vainly tried to stop them. Before long, though, the United States was

ramping up what would be the greatest production of naval vessels the world had

ever known.
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Then the battle became a thrilling cat-and-mouse game between the quickly built

U.S. warships and the ever-more cunning and lethal U-boats. The historian

Richard Snow captures all the drama of the merciless contest at every level, from

the doomed sailors on an American freighter defying a German cruiser, to the

amazing Allied attempts to break the German naval codes, to Winston Churchill

pressing Franklin Roosevelt to join the war months before Pearl Harbor (and

FDR’s shrewd attempts to fight the battle alongside Britain while still appearing to

keep out of it).

Inspired by the collection of letters that his father sent his mother from the

destroyer escort he served aboard, Snow brings to life the longest continuous

battle in modern times.

With its vibrant prose and fast-paced action, A Measureless Peril is an immensely

satisfying account that belongs on the small shelf of the finest histories ever

written about World War II.
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